
 

Every now and then, you discover a hidden gem or 

best-kept secret in our neighborhood.  

 

Alki Dental is just that.  

 

For over 16 years, Alki Dental has served the West Seattle community with outstanding dental 

care from their waterfront office overlooking Elliott Bay and downtown Seattle. They have 

earned a reputation of caring for all patients as well as for providing a safe and relaxing 

experience for patients who fear dental visits. 

Their staff is legendary. They are seasoned professionals who are truly concerned about the well-

being of their patients. Under the new ownership of Dr. Hanbit Chi (pronounced “chee”), Alki 

Dental is the only dental practice in West Seattle that offers: 

 A dental-health approach focused on your total well-being: body, mind and spirit 

 A variety of sedation-dentistry techniques (including IV Sedation) to help patients 

manage pain and stress 

 Panoramic and 3D digital imaging to enhance treatment diagnoses, providing patients 

with a clear picture of their oral health 

 A spectacular view of downtown Seattle from every patient chair 

 An office environment that feels like home rather than a medical institution 

 Alki Dental Club, a patient-membership program designed exclusively for patients who 

do not have dental insurance and who want a simpler way to manage the cost of their oral 

health. No dental insurance? Join the Club! Modeled after “concierge” medical practices, 

the Alki Dental Club is like a gym membership. It offers patients a predictable way to 

obtain prompt, high-quality, cost-effective dental care. Alki Dental strengthens their 

patient/care-giver relationships and removes costs that add little or no value to dental 

health by removing third-party insurance companies from all decision-making. 

Contact Alki Dental for a FREE dental consultation with Dr. Chi or for a conversation with 

Berry Zimmerman to discuss how the Alki Dental Club can enrich employee health benefits at 

your place of work.  

Look for Member 2 Member offers on the West Seattle Chamber website- www.wschamber.com 

Alki Dental is located on the waterfront at 1331 Harbor Ave SW; call 206-933-9300. Online, you 

can learn more at www.alkidental.com. 

http://alkidental.com/team-dr-chi/
http://alkidental.com/alki-dental-club/
www.wschamber.com
www.alkidental.com

